Hence he is an experimental and innovative writer who manifested exceptional skill and careful craftsmanship in his works.
He had, in the words of Robert Detweiler, "aesthetic singularity" and excelled in short story writing. Updike himself in his interview with Charles Reilly has stated: "the short story may be what I do best" as he felt "quite comfortable" with it. The demands and challenges of the form suited his genius.
The short story has evolved with the significant innovations and patterns set in In the introductory chapter the definition, nature and characteristic feature of short story and its history is dealt, besides high lighting the special niche carved by Updike in the literary tradition of America. The chapter also presents a survey of Updike's work and introduces the recurring themes in the selected collection.
Updike has remarked in "The Dogwood Tree -A Boy Hood" that "sex, religion and art are the three great secret things". These three secrets and nostalgia combined with a sense of loss -personal, social and spiritual are the major recurring themes of the short stories. Chapter II and III deal with these above said themes.
Chapter IV deals with the techniques of the author. Updike is a realist who also revealed romantic impulses. His originality and craftsmanship is acknowledged by all. But a few critics have derided him with a charge that he has "nothing to say". Countering this charge Updike has stated in his memoir that all his books, no matter how many, would be mere installments, at the "hymming of this great, roughly rectangular country severed from Christ by the breadth of the Sea". Updike's statement is corroborated by many critics. Based on the analysis of the critical opinion of his short stories, the study suggests that John Updike is a serious realist with a profound spiritual depth. His spirituality has colored his stories, it has echoed in the tone, it has illuminated his metaphors, it has motivated the meditations of his characters, in short, it has molded all the elements of his short stories.
The concluding chapter summarizes the thesis and highlights Updike's achievements as a short story writer. 
